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What’s in your 
package?

1 pcs Id4motion digital 
instrument cluster, NSX 
specification

1 pcs P&P electronics 
bundle with wire harness 
and 2 pcs signal pre-
processors (A- and B-units)

1 pcs pre-preg carbon fiber 
trim and anti-glare screen

2 pcs mounting flanges for 
the Id4 cluster with 4 pcs 
Torx screws

1 pcs keypad with extended 
harness

2 pcs USB extension 
harness
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Step 1

Step 2

Removal of the stock NSX 
instrument cluster

Removal of the NSX 
instrument cluster shroud

Attention! Perform 
steps only to 3:22 in this 
instructional video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EFyjhdy73Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52diZ0VNKU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EFyjhdy73Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52diZ0VNKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EFyjhdy73Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q52diZ0VNKU


Step 3
Trim the NSX instrument 
cluster shroud

Using a pair of flat cutters, trim 
both right and left sides of the 
shroud along the red line.
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Ideally, work in a dust-free environment. Use 
compressed air to blow off dust particles 
from the Id4 screen before attempting to 
mount the anti-glare film and work carefully. 
Be patient and take your time.

Remove the protective film from a corner 
of the anti-glare screen. Carefully lay the 
film down in proper alignment with the Id4 
screen. Continue to pull the protective film 
from underneath the anti-glare screen as you 
lay it down, to avoid the risk of dust particle 
contamination

Watch the anti-glare screen bond itself to the 
surface of the Id4 screen as you lay it down 
inch by inch. If a particle comes in between, 
it will show directly. Carefully lift the film 
back a little and blow the particle away with 
compressed air

Continue to lay down the anti-glare screen 
until the entire Id4 screen is covered and no 
dust particles are present

Step 4 (optional)

Mount the anti-glare film 
onto the Id4 cluster
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Place the carbon fiber trim plate down in the 
shroud first

Place one of the black mounting flanges in 
place on one side, then clip it onto the Id4 
cluster (no screws needed). Lay the cluster 
down onto the carbon fiber trim

Clip on the other black plastic fastener on the 
other side of the Id4 cluster

Screw the two metal fastener bars in place as 
per the photos below

Step 5
Mounting the Id4 instrument 
cluster in the shroud
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Turn over the shroud with the 
Id4 cluster in place

Place the translucent plastic 
lens from your OEM gauge 
cluster (shown in the picture to 
the right) onto the shroud

Fasten the translucent plastic 
lens in place using the four 
supplied Torx screws

Step 6
Mounting the translucent 
plastic lens to the shroud



Step 7a
Installing the wire harness 
and converter boxes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUqf9bkAZzs

Attention! Perform 
steps only to 2:34 in this 
instructional video.

(This video shows the 
installation procedure 
for our S2000 cluster 
conversion kits, however 
the procedure is identical 
for the Id4 kits.)
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Remove the clock assembly 
from the dash center console. 
Install the two grey connectors 
labeled ”To NSX clock” to the 
dash clock harness.

Connect the grey connectors 
from your Id4 wire harness to 
the back of the clock assembly 
and to the 4-P clock assembly 
dash harness.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUqf9bkAZzs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUqf9bkAZzs


Step 7b
(for aftermarket EMS’s supporting 
CANBUS). Connecting the CANBUS 
harness to your aftermarket EMS
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AEM Infinity systems: The wire harness comes pre-wired with a 
DTM connector compatible with the AEMnet protocol.

AEM Series 2 systems: you can get a P&P AEMnet extension 
harness here: Connect your Series 2 EMS to other AEMnet 
enabled devices

Other aftermarket EMS systems: Your EMS might not have the 
same plug as the AEM and you may need to manually wire it up 
per the instructions for your EMS.

Wire color coding:
       White: CAN HIGH
       Green: CAN LOW

https://www.aemelectronics.com/products/programmable-engine-management-systems/series-2-programmable-ems/series-2-aemnet-adapters
https://www.aemelectronics.com/products/programmable-engine-management-systems/series-2-programmable-ems/series-2-aemnet-adapters


Step 8
Install Id4 cluster into the 
NSX dash
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Install and mount the USB extension harness so that it is accessible 
after you have installed the Id4 cluster (the software in the Id4 
cluster can then easily be updated when a new version is available).

Install and mount the supplied keypad so that it is accessible to 
the driver (the keypad is used to configure and customize the Id4 
cluster).

Lift the shroud, with the Id4 cluster mounted, in place in the NSX dash 
and connect the USB extension harness, the keypad harness and the 
dash harness to the back of the Id4 cluster.

The install is then the reverse of removal shown in Step 1.





FAQ 1/7

FAQ 2/7

The fan in the Id4 cluster is on even 
though the engine is off – will this 
drain my battery?

How do I enable the backup 
camera?

The Id4 cluster features a quick bootup sequence where it will power up to just before showing the splash 
screen whenever any of the doors, trunk, hood or targa roof are opened. This is to reduce the start-up time 
once the engine is started. Also, the Id4 cluster will power down to this setting when the engine is turned off, 
and remain so for a couple of minutes before powering down completely. This is a neat feature, but always 
store your NSX with all doors, trunk, hood and targa roof closed to avoid an unnecessary battery drain.

Press the left button on the keypad. The backup camera only works when going slower than 5 mph. The 
backup camera software package from Id4motion is required and can be purchased at any time from us if 
you did not specify it in your original order.

Note: we are looking into an automatic trigger of the backup camera feature.



FAQ 3/7

FAQ 4/7

Why is my fuel gauge not reading 
full after refueling?

Why is my side indicators off-sync 
with the side indicator relay clicks?

First, allow the fuel gauge a few minutes to update its reading after starting the car. Digital fuel gauges are 
sometimes slow to respond when a refueling has taken place.

Fuel senders are notoriously difficult to calibrate. Also, we have found slight individual differences between 
NSX’s in the fuel sender accuracy, especially for full tanks. Allow +/- one bar uncertainty. If you are observing 
a larger difference, contact us at info@sjoebergdesign.com and we will look into fine tuning the internal 
calibration table for your fuel gauge.

The Id4 cluster is a completely digital system and prioritizes it’s internal resources to maximizing the fidelity 
of the tachometer and speedometer gauges. Less processing power is prioritized to ”low priority” indicators 
like the side indicator lights. This will show as a short delay between the side indicator relay clicking and the 
corresponding light to be illuminated in the Id4.

We have raised a suggestion to Id4motion to see if this delay can be reduced.

mailto:info%40sjoebergdesign.com?subject=


FAQ 5/7 Applies to aftermarket EMS’s only

FAQ 6/7 Applies to aftermarket EMS’s only

Why is my MAP reading about 15 psi when 
the engine is off? Should it not be 0? And 
what does gms/rev mean?

Can I display the air-fuel ratio 
(AFR) on my Id4?

The mean average air pressure at sea level on earth is about 14.7 psi. Your EMS is measuring and transmitting 
the absolute air pressure level to your Id4. The unit is gms/rev, or grams per engine revolution.

AFR is not currently supported but we are looking into developing this together with Id4motion. However, you 
can display the two lambda sensor values from both cylinder banks simultaneously.



FAQ 7/7 Applies to aftermarket EMS’s only

Why is my speedometer jumping quickly 
between two nearby speed indications?

The CAN supplied speedo signal transmitted from your EMS is updated almost in real-time, giving an almost 
instantaneous speed indication to your Id4. This can be usefulfor spirited driving, but if you prefer a less 
”nervous” behaviour of the speedo, navigate to the ”ECU Management” sub menu and disengage ”Vehicle 
speed” from the menu. Now your Id4 will read the speed directly from the VSS and apply both more filtering 
and a lower refresh rate.

If you wish to customize the filtering and/or the refresh rate, contact us at info@sjoebergdesign.com and we 
can build a custom solution for you.

mailto:info%40sjoebergdesign.com?subject=



